
      
            

Burger, Meatball 
and Grillstick Bases 
Blends of herbs, spices and functional ingredients to make all the popular flavours. Use these as they are, or as a base 
for developing your own flavour profile with our team. Just mix with chilled water and minced meat or poultry to 
form tasty and appealing burgers, meatballs or grillsticks.  Our mealmaker naturals burger mixes contain 
No E Numbers, No Allergens and Nothing Artificial.  In addition they meet or exceed the 2012 FSA salt targets.
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Our ‘Off The Shelf Range’ contains exciting flavours which have been developed and tested by us.  We 
understand how demanding the NPD environment can be - so each of the products below, are available 
as complete mixes ready for immediate dispatch.

The ‘Naturals’ Range
These mixes are free from artificial colours & flavours, contain no E numbers and are allergen free. 

Angus Our finest onion burger - only now its ‘natural’
Balti A spicy blend of traditional Indian spices, with a cumin and coriander kick
Chorizo Spicy and smokey - just like the sausage
Classic A traditional tasting mix lightly seasoned with salt and pepper
Farmhouse A rustic mix with a blend of mushrooms, peppers and leeks
Fresh Mint Sweet mint flavour, perfect with lamb
Spicy Full flavoured, with a spicy kick
Sunny Tomato Mild flavoured with a mix of herbs and sundried tomatoes
Sweet Apple Deliciously sweet and delicately spiced

Traditional Range
American Perfect for a premium tasty burger
Cajun A mix of paprika, garlic and onion with a hint of smoke and a blast of heat
Caramelised Red Onion Sweet and full of onions - simply delicious!
Caribbean Jerk Authentic Jamaican style spices delivering heat, tang and sweetness to tantalise your taste buds
Charcoal Charcoal flavour ideal for use with pork, beef or lamb
Chicken & Poultry A light flavour seasononing sure to complement all poultry.
Chilli Authentic combination of cumin and chilli, topped off with an explosion of red pepper 
Chilli & Coriander  Breadcrumb and chilli blend perfectly topped off with fresh coriander
Granny Smith Apple Sweet & delicious with visual apple chucks.  A firm favourite with children and adults alike
Hacksteak Ideal to use with Pork, Beef or Lamb making a burger with a hint of herbs
Hot & Spicy A fiery burger loaded with chillies
Jalapeno A spicy Mexican treat - sure to have your customers coming back for more!
Kofta Traditional lamb grillstick from the Far East
Lamb and Mint Bursting with the freshness of mint, this makes the perfect lamb burger
Lamb Shorma Lamb Shorma Mix, ideal for making spicy lamb burgers, meatballs or grillsticks
Low Salt Onion Makes a meaty burger which is loaded with onion and low in salt
Mediterranean Tomato Sun dried tomatoes, basil and oregano for a sizzling summer flavour ideal for the BBQ
Pork & Apple Sweet burger with chunky apple pieces complemented with a delicate sprinkle of herbs
Premium Beef A great tasting, premium beef burger flavour
Scottish Onion A traditional Scottish burger bursting with onion
Sea Salt & Black Pepper Simply Sea Salt & Cracked Black Pepper for a high quality, high meat content burger 
Steak  A meaty premium beef burger, containing no colour or onion 
Stroganoff  A burger which is loaded with paprika, mushrooms, peppers & coriander.
Venison A classic flavour of tomato, onion with a hint of garlic.
Venison & Juniper This premium burger mix has a slight Mediterranean feel.  We have added some 
 Juniper to give an extra special finish.

We strive to make our products are as healthy as possible. Log on to our websites for full details

Angus Burger Seasoning
Chorizo Burger Seasoning
Fresh Mint Burger Seasoning
Kentucky BBQ Burger Seasoning
Firecracker Burger Seasoning
Kofta Burger Seasoning
Smoky Texan BBQ Burger Seasoning
Sweet Chilli Burger Seasoning

Our ‘Portfolio Box’ contains base mixes that are ideally suited for development into customer flavour 
profiles by our in-house technical team.
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